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ABSTRACT: There is a large variety of thermostat models on the market with
functionality for various mechanisms and fields. In the present paper we considered
thermostat models used for cooling systems and therefore we developed a practical, easy to
use thermostat prototype which can be adjusted for systems in aimed area. One of the
primary advantages this model brings is that it can be programmed in accordance with the
application is designed for by the means of Arduino board and software. Through the
programme the prototype can be updated according to the requirements of the application
it is used for. As a novelty it was introduced parameter hysteresis used as a lower limit for
the cooling system. Once data uploaded on Arduino board, all thermostat needs is a 12V
power supply.
KEYWORDS: Arduino, thermostat, cooling system, hysteresis, breadboard, programming,
microcontroller.
measured value is higher than the Set Point
Arduino UNO board sends an impulse
USING PIN 8 to the transistor which
actuates upon the cooling system. The
cooling process works until temperature
value reaches the hysteresis value set by the
programme.

INTRODUCTION
The thermostat is a component frequently
used in systems that need cooling or heating
like heating stations, boilers, refrigerators,
automobile engines and many other devices
and mechanisms.
In the present paper we designed and
developed a thermostat model that can be
used for different cooling systems. For
prototype build-up there were used
electronic components and software needed
for thermostat programming [1], [11], [14].
Base component is Arduino UNO board
which uses programming interface Arduino
IDE 1.8.7. A sensor detects the temperature
and this value is compared to a Set Point
established in the programme. If the

2. DESIGNIGN AND DEVELOPING
THERMOSTAT PROTOTYPE
For designing thermostat model we used
following components that will further be
described: an Arduino UNO board as main
component of the prototype; a Breadboard
as a shim for wiring connections; IRF520
transistor (for tests we also used a led and a
1kΩ resistance); LCD visual display unit
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with 16x2 exposures; DHT11 temperature
sensor, 2 command buttons which can be
used to adjust values for Set point and
hysteresis without reprogramming the
Arduino board; programming interface
Arduino IDE 1.8.7.
The Arduino Uno shown in Figure 1 is a
microcontroller board based on the
ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output

pins, 6 analogue inputs, 16 MHz ceramic
resonator, USB connection, power jack,
ICSP header and reset button. It can either
be connected to a computer with USB cable
or powered with an AC-DC adapter. It has
an input voltage of 7-12V, a 32KB Flash
memory, 2 KB SRAM, 1KB EEPROM and
16 MHz clock speed [2], [10], [13].

Figure 1. Arduino UNO board used for thermostat model [2]
sockets arranged in a 0.1 grid and requires
the use of single core plastic coated wires
that have 0.6mm diameter [3].

Breadboard from Figure 2 is a device of a
temporary nature used for the purpose of
testing electronics and circuits of
prototypes. The breadboard has many

Figure 2. Breadboard used for thermostat model [3]
IRF520 is a channel enhancement mode
power MOS transistor with an avalanche
rugged technology, low gate charge, high
current capability and up to 1750C operating
temperature [4], [15].

LCD Display (Figure 3) is a 16 character,
2-line alphanumeric LCD display connected
to a single 9-way D-type connector. It
requires data in a serial format and a 5V
power supply. Potentiometer RV1 is a
contrast control that should be used to
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adjust the contrast of the display for the
environment it is being used in. The LCD
Module uses a Samsung KS0066U
controller. When the LCD board is turned

on, data can only be sent to it after 30ms,
time taken for the LCD to initialize, as it
clears the RAM and sets up the Entry Mode
[5].

Figure 3. LCD Display 16x2
The microcontroller is as a computer that
includes a central processing unit, a
program memory, an operating memory,
standard configurable interfaces I/O, timer
and interruptions controller [8].

DHT11 sensor is a digital temperature and
humidity module which includes a NTC
temperature measurement device connected
to a high-performance 8-bit microcontroller
[6], [12].

Figure 4. Thermostat model with Arduino UNO board
The complete thermostat prototype is
shown in Figure 4 where the programme is
already loaded on Arduino UNO board and
parameters are pre-set as following: Set
Point is 250C and hysteresis at 100C.

For testing we used a PT 15 carbon
potentiometer, mounted on Breadboard, in
order to vary temperature values. If
temperature value is higher than Set Point
(250C), for this case is 270C, the diode
connected through Breadboard lights.
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3. PROGRAMMING ARDUINO

UNO BOARD
The programme for thermostat model
functioning was made in Arduino IDE 1.8.7
interface, which is an open source software
used to write and upload code within a realtime work environment [7]. Among its
advantages it can be implemented on
several operating systems and supports
JavaScript and C coding.
The programme for Arduino UNO board
uses the two parameters, SetPoint and
hysteresis as constants. The link to LCD
Display is made through the following code
lines:
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("Setpoint:");
lcd.setCursor(12,0);
lcd.print("Temp");
lcd.setCursor(0,1);
lcd.print("Hist:");
Code lines used read data from sensor and
write on LCD Display are:
sensorInput=analogRead(sensorPin)*(50.0/
1023.0);
Serial.println(sensorInput);
For test conditions in this study we used
command for diode. When cooling system
is mounted line codes should be different.
In given case diode is commanded to light if
temperature value is greater than SetPoint.
The decreasing of temperature value is
made according to hysteresis:
if (sensorInput >= setPoint)
digitalWrite(ledpin, HIGH);
if (sensorInput <(setPoint - Histeresis))
digitalWrite(ledpin, LOW);
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